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Personal Statement: 

My research focuses on development, analysis and validation of mathematical models that describe immune 

system responses to viral diseases such as human immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis B virus, dengue virus and 

equine infectious anemia virus. Besides modeling virus-host interactions, I am investigating possible homeostatic 

mechanisms that regulate lymphocyte population size and T cell receptor diversity, the immune deficiencies that 

lead to diabetes, and the use of dynamical systems to model archeological data. The mathematical questions 

associated with my research range from the study of existence and positivity of solutions of systems of ordinary 

and delayed differential equations, to conducting local and global stability analysis of steady state solutions, to 

determining conditions for the emergence of bi-stable solutions, to optimization techniques involved in data 

fitting, to analysis of the sensitivity of models to changes in parameters and errors in data measurements, and 

finally, to questions regarding model validation. Biologically, I aim to determine the individual and combined 

contributions of cellular and antibody immune responses in protection against viral infections, the host-virus 

mechanisms responsible for transitions from acute to chronic disease, and the determination of the values of 

unknown parameters. 
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Current and/or Recently Completed Research Grants: (as applicable) 

Agency: 

Simons 

Foundation 

Grant Number: 427115 PI: Stanca M. Ciupe Dates: 09/16-08/21 

Title: Modeling the immune responses to viral infections 

During the duration of this travel/collaboration grant we will develop, investigate, and validate against clinical 

data mathematical models of innate and adaptive immune responses to viral infections such as HIV/SIV, hepatitis 

B and dengue viral infections.  

Agency: 

NSF 
NSF DMS-1214582 PI: Stanca M. Ciupe Dates: 09/10-08/14 

Title: Understanding the antibody responses following Human Immunodeficiency Virus infection 

The goal of the proposal was to develop, analyze and validate against human and animal data mathematical 

models of antibody responses to acute and chronic HIV infections. We have investigated (1) the role of 

competition between poly-specific and strain-specific neutralizing antibodies in viral escape; (2) the 

characteristics of virus-antibody immune complexes during early HIV infection; (3) the differences between 

cellular and humoral immunity during acute hepatitis B infection; (4) the possible protection due to antibody 

infusion in SCID horses infected with EIAV.  

 

 


